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Not every match is made at the marriage mart . . . After a
disastrous, short-lived engagement and years of caring
for her ailing grandmother, Phoebe Hallsmith is resigned
to spinsterhood. But if she must be unmarried, far better
to be of use than languishing at home, disappointing her
parents. As an employee of the Everton Domestic
Society of London, Phoebe accepts a position at the
country home of an old friend and discovers an
estate—and a lord of the manor—in a state of complete
chaos. Losing himself in the bottle has done nothing to
ease Markus Flammel’s grief over losing his wife. Not
even his toddler daughter can bring him back from the
brink. Now this fiery, strong-minded redhead has taken
over his home, firing and hiring servants at will and
arousing unexpected desire. As not one, but two, suitors
suddenly vie for Phoebe’s hand, can Markus move past
loss and fight for a future with the woman who has
transformed his world? “Silky smooth prose, a fresh and
fun premise and a blazingly competent heroine.” —RT
Book Reviews
Michelle Cooper combines the drama of pre-War Europe
with the romance of debutante balls and gives us
another compelling historical page turner. Sophia
FitzOsborne and the royal family of Montmaray escaped
their remote island home when the Germans attacked,
and now find themselves in the lap of luxury. Sophie's
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us in on the social whirl of London's 1937
season, but even a princess in lovely new gowns finds it
hard to fit in. Is there no other debutante who reads?!
And while the balls and house parties go on, newspaper
headlines scream of war in Spain and threats from
Germany. No one wants a second world war. Especially
not the Montmaravians—with all Europe under attack,
who will care about the fate of their tiny island kingdom?
Will the FitzOsbornes ever be able to go home again?
Could Montmaray be lost forever?
As London is emerging from the shadow of World War II,
writer Juliet Ashton discovers her next subject in a book
club on Guernsey--a club born as a spur-of-the-moment
alibi after its members are discovered breaking curfew by
the Germans occupying their island.
A biographical novel of Elizabeth Winthrop, a
courageous woman who defied Puritan conventions and
beliefs.
Finally Abby is thirteen. A real teenager who only wants
to pierce her ears, have a boyfriend, and run her own
life. But when her mother suffers a nervous breakdown,
Abby faces a life far different from what she hoped for.
Set in the Bay Area in the '70s, An Egg on Three Sticks
is Jackie Moyer Fischer's emotional, funny, and
extraordinarily heartfelt novel about Abby's struggle to
hold her family together, find love from a mother who has
little to give, and simply try to be thirteen. With a voice
completely fresh and honest, Abby takes us on a journey
that is often hilarious, sometimes heartbreaking, and
overwhelmingly hopeful. But a journey no thirteen-yearold should have to take.
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Devlin Markham,
Huntington, needs a woman. And not just any woman. If
he can’t woo one of the most eccentric bluestockings of
the ton within the month, he can kiss his hard-earned
fortune goodbye. But he’s always thought love a wasted
emotion and marriage an inconvenience at best. And
oddly enough, Lady Sophie Wolcott seems unmoved by
his charm... When Sophie learns her beloved orphanage
is in imminent danger, she will do anything to save it.
Even marry a ruthless rake who takes what he wants in
business and pleasure. A man who’s everything she’s
always feared most—but whom she reluctantly begins
yearning for. Then Sophie becomes the target of a killer
lurking from the dark shadows of Devlin’s past. And they
find not only their lives are in jeopardy but also their very
hearts. Each book in the Saints & Scoundrels series is
STANDALONE: * The Devilish Duke * The Elusive Earl *
The Sinful Scot
Austen, Kaplan contends, participated actively in a
women's culture that promoted female authority and
achievement—a culture that not only helped her become
a novelist but influenced her fiction.
The classic collection by one of the greatest essayists of
our time. Selected by E.B. White himself, the essays in
this volume span a lifetime of writing and a body of work
without peer. "I have chosen the ones that have amused
me in the rereading," he writes in the Foreword, "alone
with a few that seemed to have the odor of durability
clinging to them." These essays are incomparable; this is
a volume to treasure and savor at one's leisure.
Annotation. This feminist text is released here with a
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updated introduction. It examines the
activities of feminist campaigners around such issues as
child abuse and prostitution and how these campaigns
shaped social purity in the 1880s and 1890s.
New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries
features an irresistible family in a series to savor, as the
grown children of a thrice-married dowager duchess
piece together the stories of their fathers--while pursuing
passions of their own . . . Lady Gwyn Drake has long
protected her family’s reputation by hiding an imprudent
affair from her youth. But when her former suitor appears
at Armitage Hall, manhandling the heiress and
threatening to go public with her secrets, it’s Gwyn who
needs protecting. Her twin brother, Thorn, hires Joshua
Wolfe, the estate’s gamekeeper, to keep her safe in
London during her debut. As a war hero, Joshua feels
obligated to fulfill the assignment he has accepted. But
as a man, it’s torment to be so very close to the beauty
he’s fought to ignore . . . With handsome Joshua
monitoring her every move, Gwyn would prefer to forget
both the past and the parade of money-seeking
bachelors at her coming out. But Joshua is unmoved by
her attempts at flirtation, and the threat of blackmail still
hangs over her. With danger closing in, Gwyn must
decide which is the greater risk: deflecting a scoundrel’s
attempts to sabotage her—or revealing her whole heart to
the rugged bodyguard she can’t resist . . . “Anyone who
loves romance must read Sabrina Jeffries!” —Lisa
Kleypas, New York Times bestselling author
The woman who never made a match of her own is
making matches for everyone else in this hilarious
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Regency era
comedy of manners. Sophronia Lattimore
had her romantic dreams destroyed years ago and is
resigned to her role as chaperone for her cousin. Still,
she cannot sit idly by when she becomes aware that a
gentleman is about to propose to the wrong woman. She
sends him an anonymous letter that is soon the talk of
the town, particularly when her advice proves to be
correct. Her identity is discovered and Sophie, formerly a
wallflower, becomes sought after for her “expert”
matchmaking skills. One person who seeks her out is the
eligible and attractive Sir Edmund Winslow. As Sophie
assists Sir Edmund in his pursuit of a wife, she wishes
she could recommend herself as his bride. However, she
vows to remain uninvolved while aiding him in his search
(especially since the gentleman surely does not return
her affections). But when her long-lost love and Sir
Edmund both seem to be interested in courting her,
Sophie can’t figure out if she’s headed for another
broken heart or for the altar. How can she be expected to
help other people sort out their romantic lives when her
own is such a disaster?
THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER From the New
York Times bestselling author of The House at Tyneford,
an epic family saga about a headstrong Austrian heiress
who will be forced to choose between the family she's
made and the family that made her at the outbreak of
World War I. The start of a marriage. The end of a
dynasty. It's 1911 and Greta Goldbaum is forced to move
from glittering Vienna to damp England to wed Albert, a
distant cousin. The Goldbaum family are one of the
wealthiest in the world, with palaces across Europe, but
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as Jews and
perpetual outsiders they know that strength
lies in family. At first defiant and lonely, slowly Greta
softens toward Albert, and as the wild paths and
untamed beauty of Greta's new English garden begin to
take shape, so too does their love begin to blossom. But
World War I looms and even the influential Goldbaums
cannot alter its course. For the first time in two hundred
years, the family will find itself on opposing sides, and
Greta will have to choose: the family she's created, or
the one she left behind.
The Trueba family embodies strong feelings. This family
saga starts at the beginning of the 20th century and
continues through the assassination of Allende in 1973.
Doris Lessing's contemporary gothic horror
story—centered on the birth of a baby who seems less
than human—probes society's unwillingness to recognize
its own brutality.Harriet and David Lovatt, parents of four
children, have created an idyll of domestic bliss in
defiance of the social trends of late 1960s England.
While around them crime and unrest surge, the Lovatts
are certain that their old-fashioned contentment can
protect them from the world outside—until the birth of their
fifth baby. Gruesomely goblin-like in appearance,
insatiably hungry, abnormally strong and violent, Ben
has nothing innocent or infant-like about him. As he
grows older and more terrifying, Harriet finds she cannot
love him, David cannot bring himself to touch him, and
their four older children are afraid of him. Understanding
that he will never be accepted anywhere, Harriet and
David are torn between their instincts as parents and
their shocked reaction to this fierce and unlovable child
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whose existence
Her love died on a battlefield. He carries a torch for a
woman he’s never met. Can the tragic death of a soldier
entwine the souls of two strangers? Colorado, 1920.
Josephine Barnes wrote every day to her beloved fiancé
battling in the trenches of the Great War. Devastated
when he’s killed in action, she vows never to marry and
buries her grief in the construction of the town’s first
library. But she’s left breathless when she receives a
request from a gracious gentleman to visit and return the
letters containing her declarations of desire. Philip Baker
survived the war but returned home burdened with a
distressing secret. Though he knows it’s wrong, he
can’t stop reading through the beautiful sentiments left
among his slain comrade’s possessions. Plagued by
guilt, he’s unable to resist connecting with the
extraordinary woman who captured his heart with her
words. When Josephine invites Philip to join her
gregarious family for the holidays, she’s torn by her
loyalty to a ghost and her growing feelings for the gallant
man. And as Philip prepares to risk everything by telling
her the truth about her dead fiancé, he fears he could
crush Josephine’s blossoming happiness forever. Will
they break free from their painful pasts to embrace a
passion meant to be? The Spinster is the second book in
the heartwarming Emerson Pass historical romance
series. If you like staunch heroines, emotional
backdrops, and sweeping family sagas, then you’ll
adore Tess Thompson’s wholesome tale. Buy The
Spinster to read between the lines of destiny today!
The classic manifesto of the liberated woman, this book
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explores every
facet of a woman's life.
Lady Sophia Barnes is on a mission to protect the
employees of Madame Hartley's brothel, something
much easier done dressed as a man. But she needs the
help of Damien Beecham, a man who broke her heart
long ago, and who still has feelings for Sophia.
This groundbreaking study explores the later lives and
late-life writings of more than two dozen British women
authors active during the long eighteenth century.
Drawing on biographical materials, literary texts, and
reception histories, Devoney Looser finds that far from
fading into moribund old age, female literary greats such
as Anna Letitia Barbauld, Frances Burney, Maria
Edgeworth, Catharine Macaulay, Hester Lynch Piozzi,
and Jane Porter toiled for decades after they achieved
acclaim -- despite seemingly concerted attempts by
literary gatekeepers to marginalize their later
contributions. Though these remarkable women wrote
and published well into old age, Looser sees in their late
careers the necessity of choosing among several
different paths. These included receding into the
background as authors of "classics," adapting to
grandmotherly standards of behavior, attempting to
reshape masculinized conceptions of aged wisdom, or
trying to create entirely new categories for older women
writers. In assessing how these writers affected and
were affected by the culture in which they lived, and in
examining their varied reactions to the prospect of aging,
Looser constructs careful portraits of each of her
Subjects and explains why many turned toward
retrospection in their later works. In illuminating the
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powerful and
often poorly recognized legacy of the
British women writers who spurred a marketplace
revolution in their earlier years only to find unanticipated
barriers to acceptance in later life, Looser opens up new
scholarly territory in the burgeoning field of feminist age
studies.
Ordered to marry, Laird Lachlan Kerr thought a betrothal
to homely, timid Lady Grace Stanton was hardly worth
the trouble of protest. Yet, despite everything, he found
there was something about her that was…brave. All his
life he had been surrounded by betrayal, and this
woman, who believed there was still goodness in him,
was special indeed. Grace knew that the safety of her
home depended on her betrothal—signed, sealed and
delivered! Lachlan's strength and unexpected care of her
were dangerously appealing. She could fall for this man
with secrets in his eyes….
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and
ArtThe Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science,
Art, and FinanceSaturday Review of Politics, Literature,
Science and ArtA Lady's HonorLyrical Press
Bridgerton fans and readers of Scarlett Scott, Darcy
Burke, and K.J. Jackson won’t want to miss this smart
and stirring new holiday love story from the acclaimed
author of Outrageous. “Riveting, sensual, and intelligent
. . . romance readers need this splendid book!” —USA
Today bestselling author Vanessa Kelly A mean girl
reformed . . . Once the reigning beauty of her social set,
Celia—whom the newspapers dubbed Lady
Infamous—has fallen on hard times and is practically
destitute, her reputation in shreds. When Celia is forced
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society wedding as a companion to an elderly
guest, she must confront the clique she once
commanded; the gentleman she'd once hoped to
marry—who is now wed to a girl Celia relentlessly
taunted; and the powerful man who ruined her life a
decade before—and is threatening to do so again. . . . A
hero transformed . . . Then there is Richard, the studious
boy Celia used to ridicule, who is now gorgeous,
wealthy, and more-than-a-little famous. As a youth,
Richard was infatuated with Celia. He still seems
intrigued, but Celia has acquired a shocking secret along
with her hard-won humility. Will it put an end to the love
blossoming between them? Does she have the courage
to find out? “Readers will be delighted.” —Publishers
Weekly
In so doing, Machor takes us ever closer to
understanding the particular and varying reading
strategies of historical audiences and how they impacted
authors’ conceptions of their own readership.
A tale set against the turmoil of the French Revolution
follows the life of Annette Vallon, the mistress and muse
of poet William Wordsworth, who transitions from a
surgeon's pampered daughter to a headstrong
adventurer struggling with mental instability. A first novel.
25,000 first printing.
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE One of
BuzzFeed's Romance Novels to Read Summer 2020 It is
a truth universally acknowledged that an arrogant
bachelor insistent on a wife who meets the strictest of
requirements—deserves his comeuppance. The
Honourable Mr. Jeremy Malcolm is searching for a wife,
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any wife. As the target of matchmaking
mothers and desperate debutantes, he's determined to
avoid the fortune hunters and find a near-perfect woman,
one who will meet the qualifications on his well-crafted
list. But after years of searching, he's beginning to
despair of ever finding this paragon. Until Selina Dalton
arrives in town. Selina, a vicar's daughter of limited
means and a stranger to high society, is thrilled when her
friend Julia Thistlewaite invites her to London, until she
learns it's all part of a plot to exact revenge on Mr.
Malcolm. Selina is reluctant to participate in Julia's
scheme, especially after meeting the irresistible Mr.
Malcolm, who appears to be very different from the
arrogant scoundrel of Julia's description. But when Mr.
Malcolm begins judging Selina against his unattainable
standards, Selina decides that she has some
qualifications of her own. And if he is to meet them he
must reveal the real man behind...Mr. Malcolm's List.
One estate. Two heirs. No rules, only battle lines.Sophia
Anson does not have much in her life to call her own and
never has. Nothing surprises or delights her more than to
suddenly be named mistress of Rosennor Hall, and from
a relation she had never heard of nor met at that. But her
elation is short lived, for she is not the only heir to the
estate, and the will is very specific. The two of them are
to share Rosennor. Together.Larkin Roth does not have
time nor energy to deal with the twisted and ridiculous
legacy left to him and the fair but fiery Miss Anson. He is
determined to stand his ground and fight for every inch of
the estate he can get, and he does not care what
happens to her in the process. But a life in the same
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house as Sophia
he finds himself thinking of her as more than just his
enemy, and of Rosennor as more than just his
inheritance.For more Rebecca Connolly romance, try the
first book in her best-selling Spinster Chronicles, 'The
Merry Lives of Spinsters' here:
https://tinyurl.com/yysq5ybhThe Rivals of Rosennor Hall
is part of the ENTANGLED INHERITANCE series, a set
of stand-alone regency romance novels. Look for the
complete collection of stories by these incredible
authors:A Provision for Love by Heather ChapmanHis
Unexpected Heiress by Sally BrittonThe Rivals of
Rosennor Hall by Rebecca ConnollyAn Unwelcome
Suitor by Ashtyn Newbold
wench \'wench\ n. from Middle English “wenchel,” 1 a: a
girl, maid, young woman; a female child. Situated in
Ohio, a free territory before the Civil War, Tawawa
House is an idyllic retreat for Southern white men who
vacation there every summer with their enslaved black
mistresses. It’s their open secret. Lizzie, Reenie, and
Sweet are regulars at the resort, building strong
friendships over the years. But when Mawu, as fearless
as she is assured, comes along and starts talking of
running away, things change. To run is to leave
everything behind, and for some it also means escaping
from the emotional and psychological bonds that bind
them to their masters. When a fire on the resort sets off a
string of tragedies, the women of Tawawa House soon
learn that triumph and dehumanization are inseparable
and that love exists even in the most inhuman, brutal of
circumstances— all while they bear witness to the end of
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an era. An engaging,
page-turning, and wholly original
novel, Wench explores, with an unflinching eye, the
moral complexities of slavery.
A novel of beauty and inspiration set during the Italian
Renaissance about a young and defiant female artist
searching for her mother. Florence, 1500—a city that
glitters with wealth and artistic genius is also a place of
fierce political intrigue, walled off from the unrest in the
surrounding Tuscan countryside. In this moment, a
peasant girl finds herself alone after her father is killed
and her mother disappears. Young Beatrice must dare to
enter the city to sell her family’s olive oil in order to
survive, but also to search the streets and opium dens
for her missing, grieving mother. Walking barefoot from
her outlying village, Beatrice is given grudging
permission to pass through the city gates to sell olive oil
to the artists—Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci,
Botticelli—who toil to elevate the status of the Florentine
Republic. Lonely yet defiant, the peasant girl draws on
the stone walls of Florence in secret as a way to express
her pain. While desperately searching the city for her
mother, Beatrice befriends the upstart Michelangelo as
he struggles to sculpt the David. She also comes to
know a cloth merchant’s wife who is having her portrait
painted by the aging Leonardo da Vinci, renowned
through the land as Master of the Arts. Bonds deepen
even while Michelangelo and Leonardo are pitted against
each other. Set during five epic years in the early 1500s
when Florence was rebranding itself through its creative
geniuses, Tuscan Daughter reveals the humanity and
struggles of a young woman longing to find the only
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family she has
left and be an artist in her own right, and
the way she influences the artistic masters of the time to
stake everything on the power of beauty to transform and
heal.
From rising romance star Wendy Vella comes a
Cinderella story of whirlwind passion between a dashing
earl and a beautiful countess—and the secret that
threatens to tear them apart. Regal, poised, and elegant,
Sophie, Countess of Monmouth, is everything that a
highborn lady should be. But Sophie is hiding a past that
is far from royal. When Patrick, Earl of Coulter, realizes
that her story doesn’t add up, he resolves to find out the
truth of what Sophie and her sister-in-law are concealing.
Although Sophie has every reason to avoid him, the
handsome and charismatic Patrick awakens something
wicked deep within her soul . . . a powerful need that
Sophie must stifle in order to protect her place in society.
Despite Sophie’s humble background, the raven-haired
beauty has won Patrick’s heart. But what Sophie needs
now is an ally. Viscount Myles Dumbly, the disgruntled
former heir of Monmouth, is determined to expose
Sophie as a fraud to recapture his lost inheritance. Soon
Patrick is drawn into a fight for both their lives. Somehow
he must find a way not only to rescue Sophie from
poverty once and for all, but to keep her in his arms
forever. Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept
title.
Harry Johnson (1923–1977) was such a striking figure in
economics that Nobel Laureate James Tobin designated
the third quarter of the twentieth century as 'the age of
Johnson'. Johnson played a leading role in the
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development
and extension of the Heckscher-Ohlin
model of international trade. Within monetary economics
he was also a seminal figure who identified and
explained the links between the ideas of the major postwar innovators. His discussion of the issues that would
benefit from further work set the profession's agenda for
a generation. This book chronicles his intellectual
development and his contributions to economics,
economic education and the discussion of economic
policy.
First published in Germany in 1929, The End and the
Beginning is a lively personal memoir of a vanished
world and of a rebellious, high-spirited young woman's
struggle to achieve independence. Born in 1883 into a
distinguished and wealthy aristocratic family of the old
Austro-Hungarian Empire, Hermynia Zur Muhlen spent
much of her childhood travelling in Europe and North
Africa with her diplomat father. After five years on her
German husband's estate in czarist Russia she broke
with both her family and her husband and set out on a
precarious career as a professional writer committed to
socialism. Besides translating many leading
contemporary authors, notably Upton Sinclair, into
German, she herself published an impressive number of
politically engaged novels, detective stories, short
stories, and children's fairy tales. Because of her
outspoken opposition to National Socialism, she had to
flee her native Austria in 1938 and seek refuge in
England, where she died, virtually penniless, in 1951.
This revised and corrected translation of Zur Muhlen's
memoir - with extensive notes and an essay on the
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author by Lionel
readers interested in women's history, the Central
European aristocratic world that came to an end with the
First World War, and the culture and politics of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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